New Hampshire
4-H Shooting Sports Instructor Training
May 18-19, 2019
Barry Conservation 4-H Camp
WHAT TO BRING

IMPORTANT: The cabins are not heated and it can be cool at night. You are welcome to bring a heating device for the cabins as long as it’s safe and you check with Larry before using. Please bring adequate clothing and bedding for cold conditions. You’ll be spending a lot of time outdoors so come prepared. There is electricity in the cabins.

- bedding (warm - sleeping bag and/or blankets & sheets)
- pillow
- personal toiletries
- towel
- flashlight
- bug repellent &/or head net
- sun screen
- rain gear
- clothing for 2 days (be prepared for cold - hot, wet - dry and everything in between)
- comfortable shoes
- note taking pad and pencil/pen
- backpack or bag for carrying daily gear
- eye protection for shooting (all disciplines please)
- hearing protection (all disciplines please)
- folding lawn chair (optional, but handy)
- tent or a camper (optional)
- auction item(s)
- enthusiasm
- hunger to learn
- a willingness to pitch in as necessary

Note: personal firearms or archery equipment is not required. If you choose to bring these items, they should be kept safely locked up. Each discipline instructor will handle the use of personal equipment individually. Please realize that it’s possible that you will not have an opportunity to use personal equipment.